THE BUILDING OF PROTESTANT ENGLAND
lies would tend to Mary's ruin; her marriage with Norfolk
would have meant the end of Moray's power, and, so far from
saving her, the project was sure to alarm Elizabeth. Mary's
accusers, with Moray now at their head, were asked to come to
London in order to inform the English Queen more fully, and
Cecil himself and his brother-in-law Bacon joined in the
inquiry. Documents purporting to be the originals of the
Casket Letters were shown to the Commissioners and a small
group of nobles, but in private and without Mary's having any
access to them or power of examination. So the year 1568
ended, and as Mary insisted on seeing Elizabeth Cecil hurriedly
closed the conference and sent Moray back to Scotland. As
for Mary, she was kept a closer prisoner than ever.
Cecil determines to provoke Spain. But Mary's ruin
was only part of Cecil's policy; he was already embarked on
a new departure which was to have very great consequences;
he was planning to kick down the support on which he had
based all the earlier policy of his reign. For that policy had
been based upon the friendship of Philip II, who would, if he
could, have married his sister-in-law Elizabeth himself, and
who had put her upon the throne and kept her there, and
tried to get the Papacy itself to accept Cecil's newly established
English Liturgy.
So long as there was grave danger from France and- so long
as the foundations of the new regime were being laid the friend-
ship of Spain was invaluable, but in France, since the death
of Henri II in 1559, the Reformers had become formidable
and had already attempted civil war. The French crown
passed into the hands of Henri IPs successive sons, lads
incompetent to govern; the great families were, as elsewhere,
tending to use the new Protestant enthusiasm in order to
weaken the Throne; the Queen-Mother Catherine de M&Iicis
was engaged in a perpetual struggle against the nobles and their
Protestant backing. France was thus so divided as to grow
powerless, and Cecil could therefore safely begin to provoke
Spain to a rupture; it would be running a risk, but if he suc-
ceeded he and the new state of affairs he had established would
be independent and secure, with no need of support from overseas.
The King of Spain himself was already in difficulties through
the revolt of the Netherlands; his great empire sprawled across
the map of Europe; the Netherlands were the remotest province

